
Jan. 23 -

MUSIC, THE ARTS, AND HISTORY: A MULTIMEDIA APPROACH 
History 315 - Mr. Barker 

MW 1:20-3:20 p.m., 228 Educational Sciences Bldg. 

Schedule of Topics: 
Spring, 1991 

1. Introduction; Music and Associations with History 

Jan. 28 - 2. Music in the Early Church: From the Fathers to the Papal Primacy 
Jan. 30 - 3. Medieval Poetry and Monophonic Song 

Feb. 4 - 4. Polyphony and the Medieval Mind 
Feb. 6 - 5. Music and the Quest for the "Renaissancen 

Feb. 11 - 6. Humanism in the Music of the Renaissance Era: Was there Any? 
Feb. 13 - 7. Mannerism and the Culture of the Renaissance in Transition 

Feb. 18 - 8. Music and the Protestant Reformation 
Feb. 20 - 9. Music and the Roman Catholic Counter-Reformation 

Baroque Art: Was It, and What was It? Feb. 
Feb. 

25 - 10. 
27 - 11. Venice's Indian Summer, or What the Arts Can Do for a Has-Been Great Power 

Mar. 
Mar. 

4 -
6 - 13. 

FIRST EXAMINATION (On the material of Lectures 1-11) 
Sorting out the Ingots in Spain's Golden Age 

Mar. 11 - 12. Music in Elizabethan English Culture 
Mar. 13 - 15. Louis XD/ and Art as Absolutist Propaganda 

Mar. 18 - 16. Music and the 18th-Century Classical Revival 
Mar. 20 - 17. Freemasonry and Music in the Age of Reason 

SPRING RECESS (Sat. Mar. 23 through Mon. Apr. 1) 
Apr. 3 - 18. The French Muses Manipulated: From "Revolutionist ,Fealism" 

Apr. 8 - 19. Music and Early Romanticism 
Apr. 10 - 20. Music and 19th-Century Nationalism: The Czech Case 

Apr. 15 - 21. Music and the Bourgeoisie 

to Bonapartist/ 
jrtGrandeur11 

Apr. 17 - SECOND EXAMINATION (On the material of Lectures 12-13, 15-21) 

Apr. 22 - 22. 
Apr. 24 - 23. 

Apr. 29 - 24. 
May 1 - 26. 

The Cosmopolitan vs. the Homespun in Colonial and Early Federal U.S.A. 
The 19th-Century U.S.A. and the Germanic Conquest 

Transcendental Americanism and Charles Ives 
Music and the American Crisis between the \'Jars 

May *6 - 27. Mid-20th-Century Turmoil: Promises and Prices of the Technological Age 
May 8 - Recapitulation 

May 17 - FINAL EXAMINATION (on the entire course, but stressing Lectures 22-24, 25-
-27): Friday afternoon, 5:05p.m. (in the regular classroom) 

*N.B. - For those writing them, all term papers are due at or by class time on May 6. 



History 315: 
!IDSIC, TEE. ARTS, AND iii STORY: A MUI.'!Ilmi IA. APPROACH 

Hr. Barker 

Required 113terials: 

You are expected to purchAse at' least two publications for use in this course, as 
a minil:rum; any beyond that are_ options. --

The first is the print.ed Syllabus, ~-rhich provides the necessary f:Uic!ance and re
ference material for the course work. This shoulc! be purc~~sed before the first full 
lecture, since it contains detailed guides to each individual lecture, and these euice5 
will be needed to get the tilOSt out of each presentation. This Syllabus is publishe~ b{ 
the Anerican Printing and Publishing and is; inailabl& .at the- campus bookstores. Be 
sure to purchase this- pr.omptly, and ~g it w~~-you ·-~ ~~ct. · class session. 

The other purchase you are exp~ted to make is at least one of a choice of ewo te~
books wt.ich are to be used in this course. You may choose ellher of the follovin!;: 

Donald Jay Grout, ! liistory of Uestern Music (4th Edition, Norton, 19S8) 

¥1illiao Fler:dng, Ar-ts & Ideas '(8th !l:iition, Eolt, Rinehart & Winston, paperback, 
1990) ----

The first of these books is a straight history of cusic, Qakfns only oinical effort to 
relate it to other currents of creativity, thought, and events. The second book trace~ 
the various aspects ~f ~estern cultural history, stressing the fraphic arts and archi
tecture, but relating these to events, thought, and artistic development in general, 
with l!IUSic e::ttensively included. Y?u are, again, require<! to purchase only ~ of these.. 
two books, em<:! you should choose that which better suits your neeC..s. If you tave litti" 
or no k.ckground in t:nlsic and its history, you would do well to consider the Grout boo: 
It includes some musical illustrations in printed notation and may se~ somewhat tech
nical, but it is certainly co=Prehensible to the lay reader who does not have exrensiv~ 
t:nlsical trainine. If you think you have sufficient musical background, and you would 
like the wore comprehensive cultural approach (with ext~sive visual illustrations), 
the Fleming book is recomL~nded. You might wish to team up with someone, each b~ying 
one of the books, so that you can then share them, each reading in both books, totally 
or selectively, as you find appropriate. The oore reading you do, the more you will 
get out of the course. But you must read at least one of ~he two boo!~. Neither Yill 
be on reserve at the library • - --

Reading Assignments: 

The following list is a very approximate effort to key the t~t~ to the lectures, 
so that you cay fill in needed background before each lecture. A perfectly exact matc~
ing of books to each other or to each lecture is, of course, icpossible. The respectiv~ 
approaches of each book and of the lectures inevitably ciffer from each other, so that 
the ~aps, overlappings, or divergences between them are unavoidable. Little of the 
~erican material the course consiners, for example, is treate<:! in these texts. On th' 
other hand, the texts do include caterial that may not be completely presented in the 
lectures.· The Grout book in particular covers music history in its own ·terms in quite 
<:!iffering proportion from our course· treatment; hence the great disparities of page
trouplnss per lecture in some cases below. But even text material not covered in class 
vill still be necessary, directly or indirectly, for understanc!ing the course and per
forming well on the examinations. Above all, you will get more out of the course the 
more work you put into it, and the more carefully you keep up with the reading. 

For Lecture ( s) : In Grout: In F1eminr 
l PP• l-24 PP• 1-19 21-109 optional) 
2 pp. 24-82 PP• lll-161 
3 pp~ 82-96 PP• 162-179 
4 pp. 97-151 PP• 180-231 
5-6 PP• 151-259, 355-371 PP•· 234-309 
7, 10-11 PPo 260-309, 337-355, 371- PP• 310-365 

410, 415-540 
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For Lecture(s): In Grout: 
8-9 PP• 259-60, 310-337 
(FIRST EXAMINATION) 
12-14 pp. (within the preceding) 
15 PP• 410-415 
16-18 PP• 490-497, 540-623 
19-21 PP• 624-806 
(SECOND EXAMINATION) 
22-24 (none) 
25-27 pp. 807-884 

Mr. Barker Instructions-l. 

In Fleming: 
pp. (within the preceding) 

pp. (within the preceding) 
PP• 386-417 
pp. 419-457 
PP• 367-385, 458-519 

(none) 
PP• 520-619 

In addition to the required te~book alternatives, as discussed above, all student 
are required to read three more books during the semester. These books have been se
lected as studies using interdisciplinary approaches which may be read and criticized 
in terQS of how effectively they do, or do not, take music into account. These books 
will contribute to your mastery of the course material and will be taken into consi
der~tion in exams. They will be raad within~the successive thirds of the semest~r, in 
the following sets of choices: 
I. During the first third of the s~ester (before Exam I), read~ of the following: 

a. C. H. Haskins, The Renaissance of the T~lfth Century (1927; Meridian paperback 
M49) 

b. J. Huizinga, The Waning of the Middle ~! Study of the ~ of Life, Thougl:t 
and Art in France and the netherlands in the XIVth and XVth Centuries (1524; 
Doubleday Anchor p~rback A42) - -- --- -- ---

c. W. Sypher, Four Stages of Renaissance Style: Transformations in ~ and Litera
ture, 1400-1700 (1955; Doubleday .\nchor paperback A44) 

d. E. W8lfflin, Renaissance and Baroqu~ (1888; Cornell University Press paperback) 
II. During the second third of the sEmes :r.r (before Exam II), read~ of the followi.n 

a. C. J. Friedrich, The Age of the Baroque: 1610-1660 ('~se of Modern Europe" Se
ries, Harper Torchbook paperback TB 3004, 1952) 

b. Paul Hazard, The European l{ind, 1680-1715 (1935/1963; Meridian paperback) 
c. E. Lockspe;iser, Music and Painting: _!Study in Comparative Ideas from Turner to 

Schoenberg (1963; Harper Icon paperback IN-40) 
d. J. Barzun, Darwin, tlarx, Wagner: Critique of~ Eeritage (1941; Doubleday Anchor 

paperback Al.27) 
III. During the final third of the semester (before Final Exam), read~ of the fola 

lowing: . 
a. J. Earzun, The Use and Abuse of Art (1974; Princeton University Press paperback) 
b. B. W. Tuchman, The Prou~r,-! Portrait of the~ before the War: 1890-19~ 

(1966; Bantam paperback Q3303) 
c. C. E. Schorske, Fin-de-si~cle Vienna: Politics and Culture (1980; Vintage paper~~) 
d. M. Weber, The Rational and Social Foundations of Music (1948; Southern Illinois 

University Press Arcturus Books paperback)----
No one is required to purchase any of these books, but every student is expected to 
read three of them, one from each group. Copies of all are available in the Reserve 
Collection of the College Library in the Helen C. White Building. But, to relieve t~ 
strain and inconvenience of relying upon such resources, you may wish to consider pur· 
chasing copies for yourself of the books you read: all arc in paperback editions, as 
indicated, although, thanks to the p~rpetual treachery of publishers, not all may be j~ 
print at the given mcment. 

Written Work: 

The work to be done in this course depends upon the number of credits sought (and 
registered) for it. The course may be taken for either three or four credits. All 
students are responsible for attending the full four hours of class meetings each vee~ 
and all students will take .all exams. Undergraduate students who wish the fourth crc~i~ 
(for which they must be properly registered) will earn it by writing a term paper, in 
one of the forcats described below. Quite apart from this, students may, if they wish 
replaca th~ Second Examination with a paper: if they are three-credit students, as a 
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straight substitution; if they are four-credit students, as a second paper, in effect. 
These ar=angemcnts apply to undergraduat~s: graduate students will receive only thrc~ 
credits for the course but are expected to do the four-credit work-load. Finally, stu
dents in the Honors Program who wish Honors Credit in the course may earn this (regard· 
less of haw =any credits they ar~ registered for) by some additional reading and dis
cussion, to be arranged with the instructor. 

Ierm papers QAY be written in a choice of the following forms: 
a. a research paper, of beewean 10 and 25 pages, on a topic to be chosen in consultatio~ 

with the instructor, appropriate to the scope and spirit of the course; 
b. an extended critique, of be~~~en 10 and 25 pages, on one of the three books read as 

required during the course (chosen from the additional reading listed above); 
c. an extended critique, of be~ween 10 and 25 pages, on a book or group of books to be 

chosen 1c consultation with the instructor, titles other than those assigned above 
but appropriate to the scope and spirit of the course. 

It must be stressed that papers, in whichever of the forms indicated above, must be aF
propriate to this course: that is, they must deal in sooe kind of interdisciplinary in 
terrelationships, and not with Qaterial totally within one discipline (and, thus, mer~ 
appropriata·to soce other course within conventional catagories of disciplines and 
fields). And, all choices~ be approvec by the instructor. 

Students wishing to write core than one paper for the course---prcsucably a four
credit stuccnt who writes a paper under those teres, but who also wishes to r~placa th~ 
Second Exacination---will be encouraged to do the second paper in a fo~ other than 
that in which the first paper is to be written, acong those indicatac above. Students 
wishing to ~ke the substitution for the Second Examination should info~ the instruc
tor of this decision before that eKaeination date, after which this option is closed 
save by sp~cial percission. Again, all students writing any p~pers must check their 
topics with the instruct~ ~: independent choice in any cours~ is risky, and in one of 
this kind it is particularly dangerous. The instructor will help in defining the topi~ 
in warning about problens, and in starting on bibliography, to avoid flouncaring, to 
save tiDe, and to cake the cost out of this experience with written work. 1-..11 pnpen 
under wr~tcvcr options, will be due at a date to be announc~d, about a week b~fore tht 
end of the seocster; any papers suboitted after that data---txcept by special percis
sion free the instructor for exceptional circucstances---will be regarded as late and 
~s suu~ect to deduction of credit in the grade given. 

Exatrln~ tions : 

Unl~ss otherwise announced, there will be two one-hour examinations, and a two-ho~r 
final cxami-.1 tion. Uo one (graduates or undergraduates) will be exempted fro-:n any of 
these ~~aoinations except by the undergraduate ~tion of substituting e paper as de
scribed above. Examinations will consist of essay questions entir~ly. Details as to 
fo~t and contents vill be discussed as the secester proceeds. Mak~-up e~minetions 
ere not autocatic and are given only under extraordinary circ~tances. Students mis
sing an exai:l must present satisfactory eAplanation for doing so to be grantee! a make-~r
If not, that part of the course work will autom.atically recciv~ an "F" for the student. 
(Rcasons.for a cake-up nrc usually on grounds of docuoented ill-health, or fat:lily or 
religious obligations. Note that ~-up exzcs are likely to be core difficult than ~ 
ones.they replace. Moral: do ~ trl.ss ~~unless it is absolutely unavoidable! 

Extra 1-!eetings: 

No "discussion sections" are a pnrt of the course's nortl.'!l format, but the instru 
tor will be glad to provide opportunities for further contact and for exchange or clari
fication of ideas, in two ways. First, if enough students ~~ress interest, so~ in
fernal extra meetings for discussion purposes can be arranged at convenient tices. A 
tendence would be voluntary, but initiation and continuance of ·such meetings will be 
entirely conditicnal . on serious student response and cocmitmcnt to such sessions. S~-

• conci, tho instructor hopes to arrange sev6ral meetings at his home, for evenings of 
listening to recorded music to suppl~ment the course experience in a relaxed and soci 
atmosphere. The scheduling of these gatherings will be discussed. 
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Mr. Barker 

Required ~~terials: 

You are expected to purc~se at' least two publications for use in this course, as 
a minimum; any beyond that ar~ options. --

The first is the printed Syllabus, uhich provides the necessary GUidance and re
ference material for the course work. This shoulc be purcr~sed before the first full 
lecture, since it contains detailed guides to each individual lecture, and these euideS 
will be needed to get the most- out of each present~tion. This Syllabus is publishe~ by 
the Anerican P-rinting and Publishing ami is; bailabl~ .at the- campus bookstores. Be 
sure to purchase this- p~omptly, and i:r.r::ing it .w~'*- yo.u ·-~ ~~ch· blass session. 

The other purchase you are expected to make is at least ~ of a choice of two text
books which are to be used in this course. You may choose either of the foll~rlng: 

Donald Jay Grout, ! Eistory of Uestern Music (Third Edition, Norton, 19SO) 

¥lillian Flemng, Arts & Ideas ~7-th !l:iition, Eolt, Rinehart & Winston, paperback, 
1~~6) -----

The first of these books is a st-raight history of music, makin~ only cinical effort to 
relate it to other cu-r-rents of creativity, thought, and events • . The second book t-race~ 
the various aspects ~f Western cultural history, stressing the g-raphic arts and archi
tecture, but relating these to events, thou3ht, and artistic development in general, 
with music eAtensively included. Y~u are, again, required to purchase only ~ of th~~ 
two books, anc! you should choose that which better suits your neeC..s. If you !:ave littic.
or no background in ~~ic and its history, you would do well to consider the Grout boo: 
It includes some musical illustrations in printed notation and may see~ somewhat tech
nical, but it is certainly cocprehensible to the lay reader who does not have ext~nsiv~ 
~sical trainine. If you think you have sufficient musical background, and you would 
like the ~re comprehensive cultural approach (with ext&nsive visual illustrations), 
the Fleming book is reco~nded. You might wish to team up with someone, each bcying 
one of the books, so that you can then share them, each reading in both books, totally 
or selectively, as you find appropriate. The more reading you do, the more you will 
get out of the course. Bu~ you must read at least one of ~he two boo~~. Neither will 
be on reserve at the library • - --

Reading Assignments: 

The following list is a very approximate effort to key the te1t~ to the lectures, 
so that you cay fill in needed background before each lecture. A perfectly exact matc~
ing of books to each other or to each lecture is, of course, iopossible. The respectiv~ 
approaches of each book and of the lectures inevitably ciffer from each other, so that 
the :aps, overlappings, or divergences between thee are unavoidable. Little of the 
~erican material the course consiners, for example, is treated in these texts. On th~ 
other hand, the texts do include material that may not be completely presented in the 
lectures.· The Grout book in particular covers music history in its own terms in quite 
differing proportion from our course treatment; hence the sreat disparities of page
£rouplnss per lecture in some cases below. But even text material not covered in class 
will still be necessary, directly or indirectly, for understanding the course and per
forming well on the examinations. Above all, you will get more out of the course the 
more work you put into it, and the more carefully you keep up with the reading. 

For Lecture(s): In Grout: In Fleming: 
1 pp. 1-11 pp. 1-? (7-93 optional) 
2 pp. 11-64 pp. 9~116 . 
3 pp. - 64-75 pp. 117-161 
4 PP· 79-115 pp. (preceding) 
5-6 pp. 116-230, 303-314 pp. 168·249 
7, 10-11 PP• 230-249, 287-340, 372-409 PP• 25Qm285, 32~339 
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For Lecture(s): In Grout: In Fleming: 
8-9 pp. 250-287 pp. (within the preceding) 
(FIRST EXAMINATION) 
12-14 pp. (within the preceding) -
15 pp. 341-371 
16-18 pp. 409-519 
19-21 pp. 520-681 
(SECOND EXAMIHATION) 
22-24 (cone) 
25-27 pp. 682-752 

PP• 285-296 
pp. 297-311 
pp. 340-372 
pp. 312-326.. 373-396 

(none) 
pp. 397-595 

In addition to the required textbook alternatives, as discussed above, all student 
are required to read three more books during the semester. These books have been se
lected as studies using interdisciplinary approaches which may be read and criticized 
in te~ of how effectively they do, or do not, take music into account. These books 
will contribute to your mastery of the course material and will be taken into consi
deration in exams. They will be read within~the successive thirds of the semest~r, in 
the following sets of choices: 
I. During the first third of the semester (before Exam I), read one of the following: 

a. C. H. Haskins, The Renaissance of tha Twelfth Century (1927; Heridian paperback 
M49) 

b. J. Huizinga, The Waning of the Middle Ages, ! Study of the~ of Life, Thougr..t 
and .t •. n in France and the netherlands in the XIVth and XVth Centuries (1924; 
DoubledayAnchor paperback A42) -----------

c. w. Sypher, Four Stages of Renaissance Style: Transformations in Art and Litera
ture, 1400-1700 (1955; Doubleday .\nchor paperback A44) 

d. E. W8lfflin, Renaissance and Baroque (1888; Cornell University Press paperback) 
II. During the second third of the semester (before Exam II), read one of the followin 

a. C. J. Friedrich, The Age of the Baroque: 1610-1660 ("Rise of Modern Europe" Se
ries, Harper Torchbook paperback TB 3004, 1952) 

b. Paul Hazard, The European !{ind, 1680-1715 (1935/1963; Meridian paparback) 
c. E. Lockspc,iser, Music and Painting: !:._Study in Comparative Ideas from Turner to 

Schoenberg (1963; Harper Icon paperback IN-40) 
d. J. Barzun, Darwin, tlarx, Wagner: Critique of~ Heritage (1941; Doubleday Anchor 

paperback Al.27) 
III. During the final third of the semester (before Final Exam), read one of the fol~ 

lowing: --
a. J. Barzun, The Use and Abuse of Art (1974; Princeton University Press paperback) 
b. B. W. Tuchman, The Prou~r;! Po'ftrait of the World before the~ 1890-19~ 

(1966; Bantam paperback Q3303) 
c. C. E. Schorske, Fin-de-si~cle Vienna: Politics and Culture (1980; Vintage: paper~~J 
d. M. Weber, The Rational and Social Foundations of Music (1948; Southern Illinois 

University Press Arcturus Books paperback) ______ _ 
Mo one is required to purchase any of these books, but every student is expected to 
read three of them, one from each group. Copies of all are available in the Reserve 
Collection of the College Library in the Helen C. White Building. But, to relieve thg 
strain and inconveniancc of relying upon such rasources, you may wish to consider pur· 
chasing copies for yourself of the books you read: all are in paperback editions, as 
indicated, although, thanks to the perpetual treachery of publishers, not all may be j~ 
print at the given moment. 

Written Work: 

The work to be done in this course depends upon the number of credits sought (and 
registered) for it. The course may be takan for either three or four credits. All 
students are responsible for attending the full four hours of class meetings each wee¥ 
and all students will take .all exams. Undergraduate students who wish the fourth ere~~~ 
(for which they must be properly regist~red) will earn it by writing a term paper, in 
one of the forcats described below. Quite apart from this, students may, if they wish 
replace th~ Second Examination with a paper: if they are three-credit students, as a 




